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Playing Cards at De La Rue
Previously unknown dummy stamp found at wopc.co.uk

Condition is a Growing Issue
Appalling quality on offer online

Your compiler has been a keen user of eBay since
1998, but there is a growing tendency for some
dealers to offer dummy stamp material of appalling
quality, and not cheaply either.

 ^
Badly creased, a fact not mentioned in the
description. In fact no description at all! £62.

Simply bad all over. Yours for £18.

Surely no-one would wish to spend their hard
earned money on material such as this? They are
even too expensive to be selling as space fillers. *

It is not often
that a “new”
dummy stamp
for De La Rue
is found, but the
scan alongside
shows that it is
still possible to
make a fresh
discovery!

The design is in
a tête-bêche
format and
shows Thomas
De La Rue with
a hand of cards.

This dummy
was used to seal

the card pack
shown, which
was produced

in 1958, which
helps to date the

dummy.

The top scan
may not really

be imperf, as
the person who

scanned the
item probably
removed the

perforations by
cropping.*
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Essay-Proof Journal: De La Rue Snippets
The recent acquisition of a complete PDF run of this excellent (but sadly now ceased) journal has two interesting
Thomas De La Rue dummy snippets within….

Philatelists (1980) Ltd., Philatelic Advisers and Consultants
Attractive souvenir cards from British stamp agency and not often seen on offer in the UK

The card below left was issued in 1981 at the ASDA New York stamp show (printed by Questa), while the
card below right was for the 1982 show (printed by Format). Both were issued by Philatelists (1980) Ltd.*
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Perkins, Bacon and Petch
Street elevation of their 69 Fleet Street premises

The illustration shown above, by Tallis*, depicts the
premises of  Perkins, Bacon and Petch in 1839, just
prior to them printing the Penny Black. It is hard to
believe that a worldwide phenomenon started in
such humble premises as these.

* Tallis's London Street Views were published in
88 parts. Each part consisted of a coloured wrapper,
four pages of advertising and text, and a central
double page engraved elevation of a street

“the whole forming a complete stranger's guide
through London”. An early Google Street View,
if you will. *

Spring Stampex, February 2018
Try to support your national stamp show by attending….

Details: thephilatelictraderssociety.co.uk/stampex/

Walsall and Tonga Relationship II
Black print “Sponsored by Walsall Security Printers”

Further to the WSP sponsored item shown last time,
a further scanned example has been sent to your
compiler. Again, its reason for issue is unclear. *

Walsall Logo
New version spotted

Readers will no doubt be familiar with the ISP logo:

A WSP equivalent exists and both are known as the
“wave” design. Neither have appeared on a dummy
stamp at this time, but maybe in due course? *

http://thephilatelictraderssociety.co.uk/stampex/
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The Restall Fellowship
Attractive essays produced by Restall and Harrison

Harrison and Sons worked with Andrew Restall in
late 1967 to create an English (Stonehenge) and
Welsh (Harlech Castle) pair of designs for the
Restall Fellowship.

The results for England were issued on Harrison
presentation cards with text on the reverse side, as
enlarged in the right hand column of this page
alongside their respective essay.

Multi-coloured version of design..

“Plain” signifies that the head was not embossed.

“Embossed” signifies that the head was raised. Stamp design is as image numbered 462.

Typical front and back of presentation card.
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The Restall Fellowship (continued)
The essays for Wales

Similar to the English version, there are large
imperforate sheets of just a single stamp known on
lemon and white papers, as depicted below, with
only the one type perforated on presentation card
seen. It is assumed that no ‘counter sheets’ exist.

Again, the Harrison term “plain” signifies that it is
not embossed, as distinct from lacking phosphor.* Typical front and back of presentation card.

Note how the imperforate
versions use a different cameo

head of Her Majesty
The Queen compared to

the perforated version.
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eBay Rubbish….
More covers sell, allegedly from Edinburgh PTS

The covers below never saw the inside of a Postal
Training School. Don’t waste your money.*

DLR Reproduction
A lovely item, or it would have been
were it not a modern reproduction

The dummy stamp alongside was
recently on offer  on eBay,
fully and properly described
as being a reproduction item,
but if ever it is resold….. *

Harrison Paraguay Find
Different extra-large margins compared to normal

The scan below, taken from eBay, is probably of an
uncut sheet, or maybe part of a salesman’s book.*

Harrison and Crown Agents
1966 Cricket Match
Dummy proof material recorded in auction sale

In addition to the well-known complete sheets for
this event, Sandafayre Auctions sold back  in 1991
a proof (sheet or singles?) of the vignettes in black
and of the backgrounds in green.  No further
information available and not seen previously. *
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Booklets from Enschedé Revisited
Items now received from vendor…

In DS47, an auction scan of a newly discovered booklet was shown to see if any reader could add to the story. No-one responded,
but now that the items* can be examined and scanned properly, they are even more interesting than first thought when purchased.
(* yes, there are two booklets, not just the one mentioned in the lot description.)

The two separate booklets are of a similar construction and are of a format not previously encountered. The outer cover sections are
overall printed with a wash of either dark blue or buff ink with black text superimposed onto very thick card and have plain white
(i.e. unprinted) reverses.  They are folded centrally (between stamps three and four) to make a wallet-sized item and the whole cover
is (for some inexplicable reason) perforated to form six unusable stamp-like ungummed card labels.

Turning the cover section over to reveal the dummy stamps, we find that half of stamp six at far right is affixed by its own gum to
the cover section, meaning that it is either unusable, or would be permanently damaged if removed. Presumably this last stamp
would actually have comprised a plain unprinted selvedge if this format had been adopted.

The two dummy stamp designs are both said to date from 1976 (or thereabouts) and so it is assumed that the booklets are also of a
similar vintage.  The text on both booklets is the same, but the imagery used on cover stamps two and five differs. The text “PERF
KEMER HAARLEM HOLLAND” translates into English as “Perf[oration] room….”, while “KAM G BICKEL 25+36” is “Comb
G Bickel….”, but the significance of “25+36” is unknown.

So, there is little more that can be added, aside from asking why these items might have been produced (jointly, it seems, between
Enschedé and Bickel perforators). They have never been seen before and appear to be rare, but that does not mean expensive

The actual stamp panes are, of
course, the same size as the
covers, but available space
prevented larger images. .*
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...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.

Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.

Thank you. * 

Genuine Training Items
For once, items not created by collectors are offered

The two mocked-up covers below were recently
offered  for sale online and are genuine examples of
training material from Post Office Schools.*

Ex-Tony Walker Machin Collection
Unique item spotted on eBay

The attractive block below may still be on sale if
you’re quick… and have £7,500 spare. *

Questa Printing on Austrian Stamp
A strange combination

A collector somewhere on the planet decided to use
the Questa / Royal Mail first class trial design on a
personalised stamp from Austria. Why? *

The Ultimate Dummy Stamp?
Seen on the internet recently. Couldn’t resist, sorry!

It is understood that Americans call what Brits refer
to as a “dummy” a “pacifier”, so hopefully all
readers will now understand why this is included.

http://www.stampprinters.info/SPI_GuestBook.htm
http://www.stampprinters.info/SPI_GuestBook.htm
http://www.stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm

